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Designing and building supercomputers is a complex task
in the field of high-performance computing (HPC). The hardware, middleware and algorithms need to effectively collaborate to achieve ideal results for massive and practical
problems. To facilitate the easy usage of supercomputers, compiler technologies have been developed with highly automated
program optimizations that use domain-specific knowledge and
understandings of target architectures [1].

#pragma acc data copyout(x[0:N]) present(y)
#pragma acc parallel loop
for(int i=0; i<N; i++) x[i] = y[i] * y[i];

Fig. 1.
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Directive-based programming has been employed for enabling accelerator use, while replacing vendor-specific coding
with directive insertion. Keeping software portability with
minimum engineering efforts upon sequential code, OpenACC
and OpenMP are now widely used for accelerator programming [2], [3]. However, pursuing ideal performance is often
challenging. The bare insertion of directives by the programmers exposes less program characteristics for the compilation;
thus, programmers aiming at better efficiency are forced to
reshape their code merely for adjusting to the environment such
as compilers, software stacks and heterogeneous architecture.

Accelerator programming in OpenACC

/* Entry of #pragma acc data */
jacc_create(x, N * sizeof(float));
/* #pragma acc parallel
jacc_kernel_push(
"#pragma acc parallel
"#pragma acc loop\n"
"for(int i=0; i<N ; i
/* args */, /* flags

loop */
present(x, y)\n"
++) /* ... */",
*/);

/* Exit of #pragma acc data */
jacc_copyout(x, N * sizeof(float));

Fig. 2.

Converted code by JACC (arguments omitted)

During the execution, JACC data-related routines that wrap
OpenACC routines (Lines 2 and 12 of Fig. 2) assume the roles
of the original directives. The routine jacc_kernel_push
launches kernel execution while accepting source code in a
string with arguments that hold runtime information (Lines 5-9
of the same figure). It should be noted that the loop directive
is used for marking parallelism; therefore, the directive is kept
in kernel strings. When the routine finds no compiled kernel for
given source code or needs to update existing kernels, function
code is generated to emit device code by a specified compiler
and to have additional arguments for code extension. After
linked dynamically, this function is called through a foreign
function interface (FFI). JACC’s library for each routine is
extended to collect runtime information and support dynamic
features.

While keeping the productivity, our research extends OpenACC to exploit further optimization opportunities. In a
portable fashion that relies on other compilers, our approach
provides an environment which enables dynamic analysis
of computation and perform on-the-fly kernel specialization.
Considering the high memory latency of GPUs, we add a novel
code-translation technique named predicated-based filtering to
automate multi-device utilization. We never split loop ranges
nor introduce fine dependency analysis, but divide data ranges
to be updated on each device. This idea allows to distribute
highly-tuned code without changing code structure nor parallelism.
A. JACC: Runtime-Extended OpenACC
We build JACC, a just-in-time compilation system for
OpenACC, in which input directives are replaced with runtime routines. JACC hides every OpenACC feature behind a
provided runtime library to cushion dependency to specific
compilers. Once a kernel is compiled at first execution, its
device code is cached to be reused for subsequent launches.
Even though JACC is developed upon existing compilers, it
allows calling of CUDA routines and kernels through its library. Fig. 2 shows the converted code of Fig. 1 to call runtime
routines. First, combined directives (e.g. parallel loop of
Line 2 of Fig. 1) are decomposed into three basic directives
of parallel, loop and data. Then, for each directive,
JACC inserts corresponding routines that are implemented in
its library, shown in Fig. 2 (Lines 2, 5 and 12).

B. Multi-GPU Utilization with Predicates
Towards further utilization of intra-kernel parallelism, we
combine multi-GPU execution with JACC. Whereas previous
studies have persistently focused on loop splitting over plural
GPUs [4], [5], this work divides data regions that each GPU
updates to support real applications that usually entangle
memory accesses among loop iterations.
Our technique, named predicate-based filtering, limits
memory accesses depending on data regions that the GPU
writes to, assuming that redundant computational code and parameters do not degrade performance due to low computational
latency and high memory latency on GPUs. First, we introduce
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/* a[i]=x */
((a_lb<=i && a_ub>=i)||
(b_lb<=i && b_ub>=i)) ? a[i]=x:a[i];
/* b[i]=a[i] */
((b_lb<=i && b_ub>=i)) ? b[i]=a[i]:b[i];
/* x=c[j] */
x=((a_lb<=k && a_ub>=k)||
(b_lb<=k && b_ub>=k)) ? c[j]:0;
/* a[k]=x */
((a_lb<=k && a_ub>=k)||
(b_lb<=k && b_ub>=k)) ? a[k]=x:a[k];
/* b[k]=a[k] */
((b_lb<=k && b_ub>=k)) ? b[k]=a[k]:b[k];

C. Results
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Fig. 3. Example of predicate-based filtering in C code. Original (up) and
filtered code (down). References to array a have predicates for updating array
b and itself (Lines 2-3 and 10-11), the references to array b have for itself
(Lines 5 and 13), and the reference to array c has for array a and b (Lines
7-8).
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We integrate predicated-based filtering into JACC, which
translator is implemented as a XcodeML [7] converter. We
measure the performance changes of our proposed techniques
using the NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2 GPUs (16GB Memory)
on NVIDIA DGX-1. Fig. 4 shows the partial results of our
experiments.
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In order to avoid lower performance due to data distribution
overheads, we enable multi-GPU execution for each kernel in
an adaptive way, while otherwise duplicating computation on
all GPUs and performing no GPU-to-GPU communication.

a[i]=x; b[i]=a[i]; x=c[j]; a[k]=x; b[k]=a[k];
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Fig. 4. Performance scaling of predicate-based filtering using NPB with PGI
and GCC (top). The blue bars are results of predicate-based filtering with PGI
and green bars are with GCC. The execution time is shown by the bar and
the speedup by the line.

data ranges for each updated array so that array writes can be
filtered based on the assigned range. For instance, in C code,
array write a[i]*=2 is rewritten to (a_lb <= i && a_ub
>= i) ? a[i]*=2 : a[i], where a_ub and a_lb indicate
the upper and lower bound of array a, that are specified
depending on the GPU. In Fortran, since there is no nested
assignment, we use IF statement for filtering, with subsequent
ELSE statement which contains an assignment of the same
expression ( a(i)=a(i) ) that is later optimized away but
facilitates compiler analysis. Additionally, we develop dataflow analysis for the innermost parallel region in each kernel
to detect data dependencies between arrays. Then, we filter
them to restrict accesses while solving dependencies as shown
in Fig. 3. This analysis converts both array and variable
references into the static single assignment (SSA) form, and
iteratively finds dependencies among array accesses.
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While being applicable to all OpenACC kernels as far as
array writes are concerned, our filtering technique needs to
duplicate execution on each GPU when references between
split ranges are found inside the kernel. We alleviate this
restriction by leveraging dimensional information.
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